abby dye.

hey hi hello!
My name is Abby Dye. I am a graphic designer
with a speacilty in Web & UX Design. I’ve been told
I’m a jack of all trades as well as a speed master.
I can really hit the jackpot when I’m in the zone
and I’m always up for working with other team
players.
Check out some of my favorite work here or online.
visit my website

Thanks for flipping through!

This PDF is interactible, so be sure to click any links
to see some projects further in depth.
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elite gamecon

creative director: jonathan schoeck
designers: abby dye, scott cole
developer: alphan günaydın

concept
The people at ELITE GameCon came
with the want to bring the popular
gaming convention audience to
central New York. They wanted to be
the next PAX with a stand out brand
design with a new & innovative
website to match. The audience they
were playing to, gamer culture, was
completely new to them and the last
thing they wanted to do was get it
wrong.
Before starting any in-depth
development in the design,
we worked with the client on a
brand discovery to find what can
make them tick and it helped set
some great starting ground for
developments going forward.
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logo & icons
After going through an extensive
brand discovery & moodboard
research phase, our team began the
initial logo design phase.
We tried a lintany of options that
fit the gamer-centric, yet family
friendly vibe that the ELITE team
wanted. In the end, we settled on
the wordmark in bold & tall text with
three shapes adorning the left side
or top of the mark (depending on
orientation).
The three shapes are indicitive
symbols of their three main
audiences – headsets for eSports,
hexagon for table top gaming, and
square for your casual “D-Pad”
players.
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With these icons, we were able
to set up a standard of branding
& signage styles that correlated,
color, shape, and icon with specific
audiences or areas of interest.

brand guide
With an established brand style, it
was finally set to work on an overall
set of brand guidelines for ELITE.
In this guide, we helped establish
important aspects of the brand
including logo usage, primary and
secondary color palettes, shapes &
their meanings within the brand’s
wayfinding, and photography.
By giving the ELITE team all the
tools they need, they were able to
create their own branded imagery to
promote tournaments and the event
itself while still keeping it all looking
on brand.
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web design
The goal of this website was to be
new, different, and most importantly,
responsive. When researching
competitors, we found that very few
had responsive functionalities, which
is odd since over 50% of all internet
usage is on mobile devices.
So, we came up with a design
style that emulated certain gamer
aesthetics & interations while
keeping the information consise,
retainable, and easy to find.
We incorperated two interactible
elements; an expanding squares
menu w/ selector functionality, and
a slider on the homepage detailing
what ELITE stands for. While these
were shots in the dark, they paid off
and it helped to step the site to a
whole new level.
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visit website

ocss rent help

creative director: jonathan schoeck
designers: abby dye, connor dehann
developer: alphan günaydın

concept
Onondaga County Social Services
approached the creative team with
neeing help promoting their rental
assistance program.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
many could not afford rent or
couldn’t afford mortgages on
rental spaces. With their assistance
program, people could apply,
whether landloard or renter, for
financial assistance during this
difficult time.
To help promote their program, we
created flyers for their department
to use in 11 different languages and
a landing page site to drive curious
users to.
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promotional
flyers
The promotional flyers and website
were built in tandem in order for
both to feel cohesive with each
other. These flyers also had the
specific challenge of needing to be
in color as well as black and white so
people could easily print it at home.
While it could have just been easy
enough to greyscale the colored
version, we went above and beyond
and created the black and white
version on its own for each of the 11
languages, totaling in 66 total flyers!
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social posts
Onondaga County Social Services
approached the creative team with
neeing help promoting their rental
assistance program.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
many could not afford rent or
couldn’t afford mortgages on
rental spaces. With their assistance
program, people could apply,
whether landloard or renter, for
financial assistance during this
difficult time.
To help promote their program, we
created flyers for their department
to use in 11 different languages and
a landing page site to drive curious
users to.
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web design
OCSS’s landing page was meant to
be a one page design with a scan
down menu. It was built in Wordpress
using our modular build with some
overlay customization to add some
variety and
Each color block referring to its
specific target audience was
organized in the specific way as
to hit the most popular audience
(tenants) first, then second, then
third.
It was a simple yet effective design
that was powered by Google’s
Translation ability so people of all
creeds could have equitable access
to the site.

visit website
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recipe21

creative director: jonathan schoeck
designers: abby dye, connor dehann
developer: alphan günaydın

concept
LiDestri, the parent company of
Recipe21, came to us with the vision
of a brand new website that not
only matched their brand, but also
helped promote its recipes and
liquors to boost sales. Recipe21
primarily focuses on vodka-based
spirits, but does have whiskies and
gin in their repitoire as well.
We worked with the Recipe21 team
and their creatives closely as to
create a website that was what they
needed, but also giving way to some
of the more interesting ideas that
their team wanted as well.
I enjoyed working on this as most
liquor brands fall into a bit of a
sameness in monochomatics with
maybe an accent for color. With
Recipe21, however, we were able to
use color to really push their product
pages as vibrant and cool even with
a lack of content on some of the
pages.
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web design
Recipe21’s website was meant
to promote their newest and
best selling liquor products. By
collaborating with LiDestri’s
creatives, we helped in making the
site flow in a user friendly way that
suited everyone’s needs.
A standout part to their site included
an all-size hamburger menu that
expanded halfway on the screen at
desktop size. Originally, the client
was hesitant about it as she didn’t
want to do anything to detract
from the site itself. With enough
reassurance, we went with it and
it worked out wonderfully. We also
decided to go with a full-black
layout as to really push the clients’
want for the colors to stand out. You
can really see this with some of the
homepage sliders & product pages.
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visit website

product pages
As mentioned previously, the product
pages on this site were meant to be
the most driven to pages on their
website, so it was important to make
them as colorful and informative
as possible. We made the entire
above-the-fold just the product, the
sizes available, and the CTA driving
to find where the product was sold.
The colors for each of these sections
was either based off of client
recommendation or label color. By
stacking elements and allowing
for the bottle image to flow over
two separate sections, if gave the
layered look we were going for and
kept most attention on the product.
Out of all the pages on this site,
these were my favorite to design and
develop purely based on the color
coding and how much more fun the
colors made the products seem.
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revenge

creative director: jonathan schoeck
designers: abby dye, beth clayton, connor dehann
videographer: codey dingfield
copywriter: andrew scott

concept
The folks over at Bonide, Revenge’s
parent company, came to us with
the want to help bring their product
to the main stage and have the
ability to compete with brands like
Raid and Ortho. After doing a brand
discovery to key into their mojo,
we worked with them to create the
newest and most fun campaign
we’ve done to date.
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promo videos
To tie in with the social and web
ads we were running, the client
wanted two video ad concepts to
run on platforms such as Facebook,
Instagram, and YouTube. What we
settled on was a general one (top)
that was in the same vein of an
informational promotional video.
The second one (bottom) is where
we got to have fun. Using a rubber
cockroach toy, we simulated it
typing out “bad reviews” of the
Revenge product, saying things like
“I’m dead.” and “Terrible. Killed my
whole family.” We had an immense
amount of fun shooting it and tying
it in with our static ad campaigns
and the client told us how this was
his favorite. It’s weird, quirky, but
reverse-psychologically gets the job
done.
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watch on youtube

social posts &
display ads
We ran a few different types of
campaigns for static, each one
tying into the video promotional ads
we did. One was a general sloganbased ad concept as a retargeting
campaign, but our primary display
was our “Bad Roach Reviews”
concept. Our creative team shot for
the moon and it payed off. With an
exceptional amount of clickthrough
and retention, we gave the typical
user an ad to brighten their day (and
hopefully a product as well) and
gave our client the trust in us that
pushing outside of the box could
lead to something amazing.
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website
The two biggest goals for the
website were for it to resemble that
of the Bonide website and still hold
a strong fight against other popular
and established pest removal
brands. While the design was a bit
more on the simpiler side, we felt
that the simpiler the better.
For each product page, we added
a section showing visually and
verbally what the product was good
against. This is to help give the
consumer some peace of mind that
the products they buy from Revenge
aren’t just for only one or two types
of pests. This was a feature also
found on competitor sites and I
felt that to compete with them,
including this was vital.
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visit website

robbins eye

creative director: jonathan schoeck
designers: abby dye
developer: alphan günaydın

concept
Robbins Eye is a well-renowned
practice from LASIK eye surgery to
a basic eye exam. They came to our
team wanting a new refresh with
their website as well as their social
ads.
After a positive meet & greet with
the Robbins Eye contact, we got
to work on some creative and web
design to really help push the fun,
creative, yet professional style that
they’ve been dreaming of
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social ads
Compared to some of Robbins Eye’s
other services, LASIK eye surgery was
something that their team wanted
to specifically target younger people
with. Keeping that in mind, we
developed concepts for them that
brought new color and life to their
ads.
Following current trends targeting
younger audiences, we went with
staged stock that used bright &
layered colors and the bold message
in post.
Both I and the client really enjoy
these vibes and we used these to
influence elements on the website.
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website
Professional, yet modern. Young, yet
serious. When it came to working on
this website, we had to make sure it
fit all those criteria as well as making
it visually accessible to those with
possible impaired vision.
Keeping the important sections of
the site to the accent colors of blue
& orange help to draw a user’s eye
through the flow of where they need
to visit. We used copy from their old
site, but broke it up using white &
off-white sectioning
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visit website

multistep form
Did you know that about 39% of
people stop filling out a form if it
requires a phone number? Neither
did I until I started doing some deep
diving as how to really make Robbins
Eye’s website stand out.
We knew we wanted to redo the
site’s forms, but going about it was a
bit trickier. Internally, myself, another
designer, and our pricipal web dev
worked on creating a multi-variable,
multi-step form using a customized
NinjaForm. It turned out better than
I could have hoped. On top of our
custom error states and focus on
accessibility, we also wanted this
to be as secure and as interactive
a form as possible, so we used
both a backend honeypot captcha
as well as a click & hold user-end
captcha. Using these as opposed
to a standard reCAPTCHA saved us
time & money and helped gamify
the form’s user experience and
accessibility.
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let’s get in touch
get-dyed.com

@getdyed

@getdye

